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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Why is it that certain products In the market place succeed, while other 

products fail to even establish themselves? The answer to this question may lie 

in the procedures the marketing manager selected and used when 

communicating to the product's target market. Marketing managers must 

determine and be able to effectively use the appropriate medium to inform and to 

communicate to their specific public. Marketing managers rely on advertising to 

Inform their audience about the company's existing products or new products that 

will be offered. Awareness of who the specific audience is and the appropriate 

advertising medium to use to communicate the company's message can 

drastically increase or decrease sales. 

If there were marketing managers for the Kaz Corporation and they 

wanted to market "Kaz-zoids" (a fictitious product), what procedures and steps 

would they follow to increase their product's chance of succeeding In the market 

place? What follows is a contemporary model the marketing managers would 

use to determine the most effective methods to market their company's product. 



CHAPTER II 

GATHERING INFORMATION ON THE TARGET MARKET 

Marketing research is a systematic objective process of getting 
information about potential customers to guide marketing decisions. 
This research is vital because the marketing concept cannot be 
Implemented without information about customers. (Ferrell and 
Hert 285) 

To randomly choose or guess one's target audience can be costly and 

may prove disastrous for the product. This could have been the case for one 

eyewear company for which Charies U. Larson (2001), author of Persuasion. 

Reception, and Responsibility, once worked. 

A client manufactured contact lenses that could change the 
wearer's eye color. Who are the typical customers for this product -
vain people concerned about appearance? Males or females? 
Which media would you choose to reach these customers - cable 
television? On what programs would you advertise - health and 
exercise shows? The agency advised the client to conduct some 
market research to learn about the current users. The research 
revealed that the largest portion of the customer pool was made up 
of black males. Our intuitive guess about users would probably 
have overiooked this market segment, and thus would have 
resulted in wasted advertising dollars and a failed advertising 
campaign. The client decided to use black radio stations and direct 
mail based on list drawn from subscriptions for magazines such as 
Jet and Ebony. (56) 

To gather the needed research on Kaz-zoid's potential target audience, 

the marketing manager can choose to use indirect research (secondary data), 

direct research (primary data), or a combination of both. 



Secondary Data 

"Secondary Data is infonnation previously collected or published, usually 

for some other purpose, by the firm or by some other organization. This 

information Is readily available, either internally or externally, and can be 

gathered more quickly and inexpensively than primary data" (Arens 192). In the 

eyewear case, the mailing list obtained from Jet and Ebony is secondary data. 

Other resources that marketers can use to gather secondary data Include "the U. 

S. Census Bureau and other government agencies, databases created by 

marketing research firms, as well as sales and other internal reports" (Ferrell and 

Hert 285). Although secondary data is less expensive and easier to access than 

primary data, "problems with the data may include: obsolete informafion 

(telephone numbers and addresses of individuals who may have moved), 

irrelevant information, invalid informafion, unreliable information, or just 

oven/vhelming in amount of information [sic]" (Arens 194). 

Primary Data 

"Primary data is markefing information that is observed, recorded, or 

collected directly from respondents" (Ferrell and Hert 285). In the eyewear case. 

If the company's direct mailings or questionnaires were used, the collected 

research from the questionnaires would be primary data. Although there are 

numerous ways to collect primary data, three of the most basic ways are 

intercepts, quesfionnaires, and focus groups. 



1. Intercept interviews ~ Individuals in the target market audience are 

stopped and interviewed, usually in public areas, and asked for their opinions 

concerning the product. If we anticipated marketing Kaz-zoids to African-

American males between the ages of 20 and 30 years, individuals within these 

parameters would be intercepted and interviewed. "These Interviews last only 

two to five minutes, are relatively cheap, and produce quick results" (Wilcox, Ault, 

and Agee 130). Problems that may result from using the intercept interview 

Include: the cost of hiring an interviewer to intercept individuals, interviewees who 

have no opinion concerning the product, the time factor, and the lack of 

generalizability. Considering that these interviews are brief, only the most basic 

Informafion is collected as compared to personal interviews in which in-depth 

Informafion on the product can be collected. 

2. "A quesfionnaire is a structured technique for data collection consisfing 

of a series of quesfions, written or verbal, to which a respondent replies" 

(Malhotra 293). Questionnaires can be either personal or impersonal, but, in 

either case, their construcfion should follow some basic guidelines. 

a. Decide what kinds of infonnation are needed and in what detail. 
b. State the objectives of the survey In wrifing. 
c. Decide which group will receive the quesfionnaires. 
d. Decide on the size of the sample. 
e. State the purpose of the survey and guarantee anonymity. 
f. Use closed-end (mulfiple choice) answers as much as possible. 

Respondents find it easier and less fime-consuming to check 
answers than compose them in an open-end (essay) quesfionnaire. 

g. Design the quesfionnaire In such a way that answers can be easily 
coded for statistical analysis. 

h. Strive to make the questionnaire no more than 25 quesfions. Long 
quesfionnaires "put off' people and reduce the number of 
responses. 



I. Use categories when asking questions about educafion, age, and 
income. People are more willing to answer when a category or 
range is used. For example, what category best describes your 
age? (a) Under 25, (b) 26 to 40, etc. 

j . Use simple, familiar words. Readability should be appropriate for 
the group being sampled. At the same fime, don't "talk down" to 
respondents, 

k. Avoid ambiguous words and phrases that may confuse the 
respondent. 

I. Omit leading questions that suggest a specific response or bias an 
answer, 

m. Remember context and placement of quesfions. One quesfion 
close to another can influence response to the later question, 

n. Provide space at the end of the questionnaire for respondents' 
comments and observafions. This allows respondents to provide 
addifional informafion or elaborafion that may not have been 
covered in the main body of the quesfionnaire. 

o. Pretest the quesfions for understanding and possible bias. 
Representatives of the proposed sampling group should read the 
questionnaire and suggest comments for possible improvement. 

(Wilcox, Ault, and Agee 135-136). 

3. Personal quesfionnaires involve a trained interviewer who will follow 

specific guidelines and ask questions to an Interviewee, record answers in a 

standard way, with "a standardized questionnaire or form that will ensure 

comparability of the data, increase speed and accuracy of recordings, and 

facilitate data processing" (Malhotra 293). Vast amounts of unbiased information 

can be obtained from personal interviews in a relatively quick fime. The 

interviewer can conduct his research, analyze the findings, and report those 

findings more quickly than with an impersonal quesfionnaire sent through the 

mail. A trained interviewer administering the quesfionnaire can answer quesfions 

from the interviewee, thus reducing the chances that the quesfionnaire will be left 

incomplete and thus virtually useless to the company conducfing the research. 

The interviewer can also be relatively sure that the appropriate individual, as 



compared to non-personal questionnaires, answered the quesfionnaire. The 

interviewer can insure that the individual they handed the quesfionnaire to was 

indeed a member of the target group: African-American males between the ages 

of 20 and 30 years. On the other hand, an impersonal questionnaire which 

cannot be proctored can allow the possibility of a wider margin of error. If the 

makers of Kaz-zoids obtained a mailing list from Jet and Ebony and sent 

questionnaires to the male subscribers, who is to say that the addressee will 

actually be the one to complete the form? The possibility exists that the male 

subscriber's wife, girlfriend, or child could complete the questionnaire and send it 

in. Perhaps the male subscriber is not even African-American. These are just 

two examples of why a company may prefer to use a personal quesfionnaire 

instead of an impersonal questionnaire. 

"Although the personal quesfionnaire Is the best means of obtaining 

detailed informafion" (Boone and Kurtz 214) it sfill has a number of faults. "The 

personal interviewer is the most expensive form of research because it requires 

trained staff and travel, plus salaries and transportafion cost can add expense" 

(Wilcox, Ault, and Agee 137). Pre-lntervlew work and fime are also factors that 

must be considered before a marketing manager fully dedicates resources to 

conduct personal questionnaire interviews. Often it may be necessary to 

schedule an appointment with an interviewee who may or may not keep the 

arranged meeting. "Interviewers may also encounter reluctance by residents to 

admit strangers into their homes" (Wilcox, Ault, and Agee 137). 



4. Impersonal quesfionnaires are quesfionnaires distributed and 

completed by an individual without a trained interviewer present. One of the 

most commonly used Impersonal quesfionnaires is the direct mail questionnaire. 

The advantages of using this type of research include: 

Being able to economically cover large geographical areas, it is more cost-
effective than having to hire an individual to be trained to conduct personal 
Interviews, and researchers can control as to whom receives the 
questionnaires making sure the survey is representative of the target 
market. (Wilcox, Ault, and Agee 136) 

As noted in the contact lens case, the company obtained the mailing 

addresses of African-Americans, thereby controlling who received the 

quesfionnaire. By sending the quesfionnaires through the mail, the company 

was able to reach more individuals than if they had sent an interviewer who 

would have required a salary, travel expenses, and training. 

Problems that may arise by using impersonal quesfionnaires through the 

mall include: fime, low response rates, and cost. As compared to a personal 

interview where the interviewee's information can be recorded, decoded, and 

sent to the inquiring company in a fimely manner, impersonal mall quesfionnaires 

can be time consuming. It may be days or weeks before the subject completes 

the questionnaire and sends it back that is, if the subject responds to the 

quesfionnaire at all. "One of the major disadvantages of using mail 

questionnaires is the response rate, which range between 1 and 5 percent" 

(Arens 154). Reasons for this low response rate include: the quesfionnaire being 

thrown away, individuals not having enough fime to respond back, and subjects 



misplacing the quesfionnaire forms. To help increase the response rate, different 

Inifiatives may be taken. 

a. Include a stamped, self-addressed return envelope and a 
personally signed letter explaining the importance of particlpafion. 

b. Provide an incentive. Commercial firms often encourage people to 
fill out questionnaires by including a token amount of money or a 
discount coupon. Other researchers promise to share the results of 
the survey with the respondent. 

c. Mall quesfionnaires by first-class mail. Some research shows that 
placing special issue stamps on the envelope attracts greater 
interest than simply using a postage meter. 

d. Mail a reminder postcard three or four days later. 
e. Do a second mailing (either to nonrespondents or to the enfire 

sample) two or three weeks after the first mailing. Again, enclose a 
stamped, self- addressed return envelope and a cover letter 
explaining the crucial need for the recipient's particlpafion. (Wilcox, 
Ault, and Agee 136-137) 

However, providing such measures does increase the cost of using the 

Impersonal quesfionnaire. 

5. A common research technique often used by markefing managers to 

gain customer insight into a product is the focus group. A focus group consists of 

8 to 12 individuals in the target market who discuss the product with a trained 

moderator in a relaxed setting. The ramificafions of the decision to use or not to 

use a focus group can be crifical. As Charles U. Larson, author of Persuasion. 

Recepfion, and Responsibility (2001), explains: 

A well-known luggage manufacturer once spent thousands of 
dollars to produce an impressive and clever TV ad. The spot opens 
with luggage being handled roughly as it is loaded into the cargo 
bay of a huge airiiner. (The sponsor made the central piece of 
luggage.) The plane is next seen in flight, but someone has failed 
to latch the cargo bay door. As the plane banks, our star piece of 
luggage falls out of the now-open door. The camera follows the 
suitcase as it falls 30,000 feet and lands with a huge thud on some 
rocks. Then the case is opened to reveal the undamaged contents. 



Now, that ought to be a pretty convincing ad. However, a 
tremendous drop in sales followed airing of the commercial in a test 
market. Why? Using focus-group interviews, researchers found 
that most people, even regular airiine travelers, fear a plane crash. 
They resent the implicafion that their luggage will survive them in 
the event of a crash. (130) 

Had the company used a focus group before airing their commercial, the 

drop in luggage sales may not have occurred. Arm and Hammer used a focus 

group when they developed the "I've got a secret-in the refrigerator" baking soda 

ad campaign. 

At the time of the research, the major uses for the product were as an 
antacid, for brushing teeth, for eliminafing acid from automobile battery 
terminals, for bathing and cleaning - especially refrigerators - and as a 
leavening agent, mainly for chocolate chip cookies. Arm and Hammer 
wanted to sfimulate further customer usage. In focus group interviews, 
researchers discovered that homemakers talked about guilty feelings they 
had for not cleaning the refrigerator as often as their mothers did. The 
pattern was labeled as "refrigerator guilt" by the researchers, and the 
company decided to focus on it. The resulfing campaign gave 
homemakers a way to dispel refrigerator guilt by telling them that putting a 
box of Arm and Hammer in the refrigerator was nearly as effective as a 
thorough cleaning to absorb odors and keep the refrigerator smelling 
sweet. When the nafionwide campaign rolled out, it was a phenomenal 
success. (Larson 60) 

The main concern with using a focus group for research purposes Is cost. 

"The typical focus group costs the client about $4000, and it is recommended 

that at least two groups be conducted" (Malhotra 153). Other problems that may 

arise with the use of focus groups include: the discussion straying from the main 

topic since the atmosphere is relaxed and unstructured, unprofessional 

moderators, and group thinking ~ an individual whose opinions differ from the 

group's might not speak out in fear of being ostracized. 

6. Sampling is "a subgroup selected from the market, chosen usually to 



provide insights into a larger population with a view to drawing general 

conclusions about the populafions" (Cannon 118). Most integral to the sample is 

that "persons to be interviewed must be representative of the target population" 

(Schultz and Barnes 171). To insure that the individuals being interviewed 

represent the majority of the population, a screen process is necessary. Since 

the Kaz Corporation plans to market its products to African-American males 

between the ages of 20 and 30 years, any individual who does not meet this 

requirement would be dismissed. The size of the sample group depends upon 

the size of the population and the cost associated with interviewing these 

individuals. Schultz and Barnes, authors of Strategic Brand Communicafion 

Campaigns (1999), recommend: 

For a regional study covering several cities or a few states, a sample of 
300-400 qualified respondents is normally considered to be sufficient. 
After 100 interviews, reliability tends to mount as more and more 
respondents give the same answers to the questions being asked. A 
sample of 1000-2000 qualified consumers, selected according to a 
probability sample, will generally reflect the opinions and feelings of the 
nafional populafion on most subjects. Although these sample sizes are 
only estimates, they have been proven to the extent to be valid and 
that only in unusual circumstances will major errors occur. (173) 

The two basic sample techniques are probability sampling and 

nonprobability sampling. Probability sampling is "samples in which every 

member of the population has a known, nonzero chance of being chosen to be 

surveyed" (Bovee 183). "Probability samples are used when the number of units 

to be measured is fairly small; a complete list of the items in the universe exist; 

and the need exists for precisely measuring the risk of sample errors" (Barnes 

172). Nonprobability sampling is "samples in which items are selected from the 
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populafion according to convenience, a quote, or the researcher's judgment" 

(Bovee 183). 

Although their results cannot be projected to the larger populafion, 
nonprobability samples are widely used in markefing communication 
research because no listing of the complete universe is available in many 
categories. Such samples are also used when the cost for a true 
probability sample are prohibitive because (1) the populafion members are 
widely dispersed geographically; (2) only a general esfimate of the data is 
needed; (3) there is a possibility of obtaining a larger sample with a 
decrease in the magnitude of error; and (4) the nature and size of the bias 
can be estimated fairly accurately. (Schultz and Barnes 172) 

The key to sampling is to conduct tests that are valid and reliable. "For a 

test to be valid, results must be free of bias and reflect the true status of the 

market" (Arens 198). To gather the opinions of a small group and project those 

opinions to be that of all individuals in a large society would not be valid. "For a 

test to be reliable, it must be repeatable - it must produce approximately the 

same results each fime it is administered" (Arens 199). This is exactly what 

Schultz and Barnes (1999) said when they stated, "Reliability tends to mount as 

more and more respondents give the same answers to the questions being 

asked" (173). 

By using one or a combinafion of the discussed research techniques, the 

markefing manager should now have an understanding of the target audience's 

wants and needs concerning the product. In the ongoing Kaz-zoid example, the 

company used a focus group of African-American males, ages 20 to 30 years, in 

order to gain insight on what appealed to their interests. The company learned 

that the group subjects were more apt to purchase the product if its color was 

blue instead of yellow, that the suggested retail price of $6.99 was perceived as 

11 



fair, and that the product would be purchased more in the summer months than 

In the winter months. With this valuable information helping the company, the 

company can now re-tool the product to better fit the needs and wants of the 

consumer. 

12 



CHAPTER III 

CHOOSING THE MOST EFFECTIVE ADVERTISING 
MEDIUM TO SUPPORT THE PRODUCT 

Now that the company has re-tooled the Kaz-zoid to better attract the 

target audience, the markefing manager would determine the most effecfive 

advertising media to promote the product to the appropriate audience. In the 

eyewear case, the company chose to use black radio stafions and direct mailings 

to solicit its audience. There are, however, other media that a markefing 

manager may select: alternative (direct mail and outdoor billboards), print 

(newspaper and magazines), electronic (television and radio) and new media like 

the Internet and telemarkefing. A markefing manager must consider the 

advantages and disadvantages associated with all of the menfioned media 

before they launches an advertising campaign. 

Alternafive Advertising 

1. "Direct mail consists of all forms of advertising sent direcfiy to 

prospects through a government or private mall delivery service" (Arens 528). 

BIy (1999) s ta tes , " . . . of the $6.3 billion spent on direct mari<efing in 1997, $3.8 

billion was for direct mail" (327). There are many advantages that exist when a 

markefing manager chooses to use direct mail as a medium. Direct mail 

advantages include: selectivity, personalization of each mailing piece, exclusivity, 

and flexibility. 

a. Selectivity ~ "Direct mail helps advertisers communicate directly 

with the people most likely to buy" (Arens 528). In the contact eyewear 
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case, the company knew its target audience to be African-American 

males; therefore, the company used the mailing list from popular African-

American magazines to specifically cater to those individuals. 

b. Personalization of Each Mailing Piece ~ Since the eyewear 

company chose to specifically target African-American males, the 

company could have used a photograph of an African-American male on 

the mailing card as its spokesman. By using such a personalized tactic, 

the mailing recipient more closely identify with the African-American 

spokesman than with, perhaps, an Anglo-American spokesman. Since 

the eyewear company also had the mailing recipient's name, they could 

personalize the letter to the specific individual rather than to just 

"occupant," By doing so, the individual is more inclined to review the mail 

article rather than to quickly discard it. 

c. Exclusivity ~ Direct mailing allows the company to send its 

message to the intended receiver without interference from a competitor. 

Compared to television or radio ads where time allows a competitor to 

degrade his competition, the limited space available on a mailing card is 

too valuable to waste on such tactics. "Direct mailing also does not have 

to compete for attenfion with magazine articles and television programs" 

(Boone and Kurtz 579). 

d. Flexibility ~ As compared to television commercials, which can 

take several weeks or even months to complete, "advertisers can produce 

direct mail pieces fast and distribute them quickly" (Arens 528). An ad in a 
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monthly magazine is deemed inoperative unfil the month when the 

magazine is distributed. However, a mailing article can be distributed the 

next day by using a private mailing service (UPS, FedEx) or, at least, 

distributed within that week if opting to use the United States Postal 

Service. 

Although direct mailing offers numerous advantages, there are 

disadvantages that the markefing manager must consider before 

implemenfing this tactic. Some of the disadvantages associated with 

direct mailing include: negative attitudes, competition with other direct 

mailers, delivery problems, and environmental concerns. 

e. Negative attitudes ~ "Junk mail" is the commonly referred to 

term for mailed advertisements because addressees normally dispose of 

these circulars. The reason these ads are "tossed" may be that an 

individual receives approximately two to five mailed advertised pieces a 

day that do not apply to him or her personally. The negafive association 

with direct mailers has already been formed by these prior useless 

mailings; thus, it creates an unfavorable attitude towards all direct 

mailings, even those in which the customer may have had an interest. 

Other negative attitudes individuals may hold towards direct mailers 

involve inconvenience and lack of trustworthiness. A return direct mail 

card that asks an individual to include his/her name, phone number, and 

credit card number (if making a purchase) and to return the card to the 

company may not receive a response. The potential customer may feel 
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leery of releasing such personal information because he/she is unsure of 

who may be viewing the purchase order. The convenience that the direct 

mail card offers to an individual should be a posifive one. However, 

customers may perceive it to be a negative and troublesome 

inconvenience to return merchandise purchased through direct mail, 

thereby, dismissing the sent announcement. 

f. Competifion with other direct mailers ~ Unlike television and 

radio, which may use images and sound to gain an individual's attention, 

direct mail does not offer such opfions. Without a live entertainment 

novelty, direct mail must not only secure a reader's attenfion but also must 

be able to disfinguish itself from the other direct-mail pieces delivered that 

day. Ways in which companies try to set their direct-mail pieces apart 

from the bunch include: (1) Boldface Type - Using bold face types and 

catch words such as "Open at Once," "Already A Winner," or "Notice of 

Prize" many sweepstakes companies often use this tacfic. (2) Name 

Deleting ~ The addressee must physically open the envelope to 

investigate the group or organizafion that has sent the mysterious letter. 

(3) Inclusion of a Mystery Gift ~ If the addressee can feel an object in the 

direct mail envelope, he or she Is more inclined to open and investigate 

the mystery gift, which might be a book of coupons, key chain, pen or any 

object that would sfimulate interest. However, including such objects 

raises overhead cost for a company. 

16 



g. Delivery problems - "The mass media offer precise delivery 

fimes, but the postal service makes no delivery commitments on third-

class mail. Up to 10 percent of mailings may be undelivered because 

people move" (Arens 528). To combat the problem of delivery, companies 

turn to private organizafions (FedEx and UPS) to distribute their direct-

mail pieces. However, using private mailing companies for delivery duties 

may be too expensive for small companies. As noted in the contact lens 

case, the company obtained the mailing address list from popular African-

American magazines to reach potenfial customers. Considering that "a 

common rental price (for a mailing list) is $30 per thousand names" 

(Wilcox, Ault ,and Agee 403), a company may opt to use a less expensive 

list. By doing so, the list the company acquires may contain outdated 

informafion, thereby rendering the list virtually useless. 

h. Environmental concerns ~ As discussed eariier, people who 

receive direct mailings may perceive them to be "junk mail," thereby 

disposing of them. Environmental groups and conservafionists may see 

these discarded mailings as more added waste that clogs overflowing 

landfills. This possible negafive attitude that environmentally friendly 

consumers hold toward direct mailings may keep such individuals from 

ordering from a company that would use such advertising methods. 

2. Outdoor billboards - Outdoor billboards "were probably the first 

advertising medium ever used dafing back over 5,000 years to when 

hieroglyphics on obelisks directed travelers" (Arens 536). "According to the 
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Institute of Outdoor Advertising, in 1996, billboard advertising spending was 

$1.96 billion - a 7.3 percent increase over the $1.22 billion spent in 1985" (BIy 

481). With the advent of new technologies, billboards are being revolutionized 

and used in a new way to reach audiences. But what makes outdoor billboards 

so attractive to companies who want to advertise? The list of advantages 

Includes: creative flexibility, demographic flexibility, cost, and accessibility. 

a. Creative flexibility ~ Outdoor billboards can be thought of as 

large canvasses (normally 12 by 25 feet) just waifing to be exploited. 

Although the advertising message needs to be brief and to the point, the 

creafive options are virtually limitless, including video screens, animation, 

three-dimensional models, and color lighting, and other accessories. Any 

of these elements will help to catch a passing motorist's eye and bring 

attenfion to the company's display. 

b. Demographic flexibility ~ Billboards are located nearly 

everywhere, from rural back roads in Mississippi to Times Square in New 

Yori<. By making these signs available in an extensive number of 

locations, an advertiser can buy a sign in an area where the target 

audience is highly concentrated. A bus company offering a special deal 

on rides to and from Mexico would do better to buy a billboard in a highly 

concentrated Mexican-American area than a predominately Irish-American 

area. Another advantage that this example-billboard offers to the bus 

company is that the message could be printed in Spanish since the sign is 

located in a specific ethnic area. 
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c. Cost - "Rates vary depending on market size and intensity. For 

the same dollars, outdoor delivers a reach of 86.4 percent compared to 

slot television (76.5 percent), radio (72. 3 percent) and newspapers (72.2 

percent) for the same target audience in this same city" (Arens 542). 

d. Accessibility ~ Accessibility can perhaps be considered the 

ulfimate advantage of billboards. Like an undaunted relenfiess worker, a 

billboard displays the advertising company's message 24 hours a day and 

through all weather condifions. The same message advertised in a 

newspaper can be thrown away; on television, the viewer can change 

channels; and, on the radio, the listener can turn it off. The billboard 

message offers some permanency. The new strategy being used today is 

that of the mobile billboard. "Today in some large cities, specifically 

designed flatbed trucks carry long billboards up and down busy 

thoroughfares" (Arens 550). 

Although they have the obvious advantage of high reach and low cost, 

there are drawbacks to using billboards as opposed to other media. The 

availability of locafions should be a concern. The environment in which the 

billboard is located can influence the advertiser's message. The planning and 

cost of a billboard should be carefully considered. Some cities views billboards 

as visual pollution and are removing signs from once scenic areas. Marketers 

may ask themselves, does the individual in a vehicle driving between 55 and 70 

miles per hour fully digest the advertised announcement, or is the advertisement 

a fleefing message? 
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a. Environmental influence ~ A well-to-do business (Macy's or 

Neiman Marcus) should think twice before purchasing a billboard located 

In an overgrown vacant lot or an area of the city where bankrupt 

abandoned buildings stand. "Outdoor messages are influenced by their 

environments and can detract from a product's image" (Arens 542). Signs 

located in such areas may project a stigmatizing message toward the 

business's reputafion and the individuals who frequent those stores. 

b. Visual pollution ~ Concerned cifizens who were worried that 

billboard signs were tainfing the scenic landscapes were relieved when 

Congress passed the Highway Beautificafion Act of 1965. The Act 

"regulates the placement of outdoor advertising near interstate highways 

and other federally subsidized highways" (Boone and Kurtz 619). 

In 1991, 700,000 billboards were removed, the year 
Congress banned the construcfion of new billboards on all 
scenic portions of interstate highways. Some states ~ 
Maine, Vermont, Hawaii, and Alaska - have gone one step 
further by prohibifing outdoor advertising altogether. (Arens 
546) 

c. Fleeting Message ~ Because billboard signs are only 

given a quick once over by passing traffic, the message it is 

advertising must make an enduring impression that is easily 

readable and sells the product in that instant. Should a company 

choose a reputable billboard designer, the problems that cause a 

message to be ineffective can be greatly reduced. However, an 

inexperienced or less competent designer could create a billboard 
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message plagued with problems ~ all upper-case letters, boldfacing 

letters, or inappropriate spacing - resulfing in both a fleefing and 

unreadable message. 

d. Availability of Locations ~ The environmental setting 

around a billboard has a direct influence on the advertising product. 

Since this is understood in the advertising industry, billboards 

located in prime areas are usually expensive and confinually 

occupied. State and congressional legislafion also limit the locafion 

availability. As Arens (1999) states, "Outdoor (advertising) is so 

popular that demand now exceeds supply" (542). 

Print Advertising 

If using alternative forms of advertising appear unappealing or 

Inappropriate, then perhaps print advertising should be considered. Print 

advertisement has proven itself to be a popular and established medium form in 

the world today. Two of the most popular print media that display advertisements 

to a large populafion pool are newspapers and magazines. While these two 

publicafion formats have many similarities, they do differ from each other and 

other forms of media. 

1. Newspapers ~ To consider newspapers as dead media because of 

cable television and talk radio would be a significant error. "There are 1,645 daily 

newspapers and 7,498 weekly newspapers published In the United States. The 

average circulafion of these newspapers is 62.8 million for the dailies and 51.7 

million for the weeklies" (BIy 155). These facts should be considered as only 
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half of the advantages that newspapers offer. Other advantages include: 

timeliness, credibility, indefinite message, and wide reach ability. 

a. Timeliness ~ Most metropolitan daily papers have a closing date - that 
Is, a deadline by which they must receive advertising 
copy of only forty-eight hours in advance of publication. 
In contrast, consumer magazines have closing dates 
three months or more in advance of publication. 
(Kaufman 165) 

This option allows an advertising company to quickly pull, place, or 

revise an ad if needed. A major company who used this opfion to its 

advantage was Chrysler. 

This short lead-fime (of newspapers) was a big 
help to Chrysler after the federal government 
indicted company execufives for driving cars 
without the odometers attached and then selling 
them as new. This Indictment was handed down 
on a Wednesday; by Sunday the company and its 
agency had decided how to respond publicity, by 
Monday morning ads had been designed, and on 
Wednesday they appeared in major papers 
nationwide. (Bovee, Houston, and Thill 560) 

b. Credibility ~ "Studies show that newspaper ads rank highest in 

believability" (Arens 460). Why? Most newspaper readers are loyal 

subscribers, which, over a matter of time, build a trust bond between the 

two. By constantly advertising in a paper, a company can capitalize on 

this trust bond to eventually form a similar trust bond between the 

advertised product and the reader. 

c. Wide Reach Ability ~ Newspapers, unlike magazines, include a vast 

array of material to capture the interest of people from various segments 

of society. To appeal to such a large audience, newspapers are 
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comprised of various sections, including sports, local and national news, 

finance, and living. Whereas magazines concentrate their efforts towards 

a specific audience, by using a newspaper ad, a company can expose its 

product to an audience not considered to be within its target market, 

d. Indefinite Message ~ A concern associated with using billboards, as 

well as radio and television, is the fleefing message. For newspapers, 

however, the problem is virtually non-existent because "readers can take 

as much or as little fime as they want in reading the ad and can refer to it 

later if they like" (Dunn and Barban 516). 

While using newspapers as a medium does have its advantages, there 

are limitations: 

a. Clutter- Clutter refers to everything on a page that is not related 

to the company's ad. This includes editorial content, pictures, and, most 

importantly, other ads. To escape being lost among the compefing ads, 

the ad must disfinguish itself and make an impression that grabs and 

holds the reader's attenfion. Fail to do this, and the ad may be overlooked, 

even if re-printed two or three times. 

b. Lack of Control ~ An ad may be placed run-of-paper (r.o.p.), 

"which means that it can appear on any page, in any posifion in a column, 

or even buried among other ads" (Dunn and Barban 521). If a retailer has 

constructed his ad to appeal to men and the ad appears not on the sports 

page but, instead, in the ladies' journal secfion, has the ad performed its 

function? No, because the target audience has not been reached, 
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rendering the advertised message ineffective. However, this is one 

disadvantage that can be avoided if an advertiser selects to pay for a 

premium posifion. The additional expense will ensure the ad is placed in 

the specific section to reach the intended target audience. But "the 

occasional user of newspaper space may have difficulty securing the 

position within the paper that he wants. As in all businesses, major 

customers tend to come first" (Weilbacher 292). 

c. Low Producfion and Reproduction Quality ~ "Newspapers are 

printed on course wood pulp paper called newsprint, the reproduction of 

fine detail in photographs or drawings is impossible" (Kaufman 165). It is 

for this reason that some advertisers choose to use magazines because 

they offer a higher quality picture that can focus on and project better 

detail of the product being offered. "Newspapers rate well below 

magazines in reproduction. If appearance is important in the sale of a 

product, the product is likely to suffer when its picture is reproduced in the 

newspaper" (Dunn and Barban 517). 

d. A Short, Hasty Life Span ~ "Most studies indicate that the 

average reader spends about thirty minutes on the paper" (Dunn and 

Barban 517). In this relatively short amount of time, it may be difficult for 

an ad to be noticed, especially if it is surrounded by clutter and posted in 

the wrong secfion. "Usually, if the reader missed the message on the first 

go-round, the message will not get a second chance" (Kaufman 165). With 

a new newspaper printed every twenty-four hours, an advertised message 
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obviously enjoys a short life span. Normally, after a newspaper is read, it 

is disposed of and rarely re-read. Companies may advertise in two 

papers; thus, they double an ad's chance of being seen by individuals who 

read more than one paper per day. However, "advertisers may be paying 

for readers their ads already reached in a different paper" (Arens 460). 

2. Magazines ~ A short, hasty life span and low reproducfion quality on 

course wood pulp paper that restricts the fine details of a product are just a few 

weaknesses of newspapers that magazines can over come. And magazines 

offer so many more advantages, including audience selectivity, long message 

life, color, and loyalty. Benefits such as these persuaded Jockey to use 

magazines. 

Jockey switched its annual budget of more than $1 million to 
magazines from television when It decided to show the variety of 
colors, patterns and styles of its men's briefs. Jockey felt that it 
was too hard to show this In a 30-second television spot. Further, 
there are problems with modeling such products on television - the 
same problems that producers of women's undergarments face! 
(McCarthy & Perreault, Jr. 429) 

a. Audience Selectivity ~ A firm that produces tires and wants to 

market Its array of fires would do better to place an ad in Car and Driver 

rather than Good Housekeeping. If that same firm wants to promote a 

specific racing tire out of its array of tires, it could better target that tire to 

racers by advertising in Jegs Racing Magazine rather than Car and Driver. 

While both magazines deal with cars, Jegs zeroes in on a specific 

audience (racers) who may have more of a need for the offered product 

than the performance and style enthusiasts who reads Car and Driver. 
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b. Long Life ~ Yesterday's newspaper has been discarded, and 

the television ad has run - but the television viewer missed the ad when 

he answered the phone. However, the magazine with its ad inside is 

sitting on the coffee table where it is waifing to be read. "A monthly 

magazine has at least a month of life; that is. It offers a month-long 

opportunity for the readers to receive the message" (Tellis 157). Also, this 

long life allows the reader to be able to return to the advertised message if 

something (the toll-free number) is forgotten, study it (the product's 

details) and read the advertisement at a comfortable speed. Another 

aspect of long life is pass-along readership, where "non-subscribers read 

the magazine after subscribers finish it" (Arens 446). 

c. Color ~ When viewing a black and white photo in the 

newspaper, the image may seem dreary or blurry. In a magazine, vibrant 

colors can be used to show detail, bring the picture to life, contrast the 

product against a setting, or enhance the product's image. While 

newspapers can print ads in color, their grain pulp make-up prohibits 

pictures from appearing as vivid as on the slick pages of a magazine. 

d. Loyalty - Individuals who hold a preference for a certain 

magazine and read it regularly may eventually subscribe to the 

publication. Subscripfions can run from several months to around two 

years, allowing a company to constantly bombard a potenfial customer 

with its message. 
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A few limitafions in using magazine as an advertising media are 

long lead-time, art cost, and lack of local coverage. 

e. Long lead time - Newspapers are printed every 24 hours, which 

allows an advertiser to immediately display his message. For example, 

two stores are going to use two different advertising media: Store A uses 

magazines and Store B uses newspapers. Both stores are going to offer 

a sale on sunglasses because the past two months have been sunny and 

the forecast predicts at least another few weeks of the same type of 

weather. Store A chooses to use an outdoor magazine as its medium, 

while Store B opts to use the local newspaper. Store A must submit its ad 

two weeks early so that the printers have time to publish it. Store B must 

have its ad In to the newspaper in a 24-hour period. During this fime the 

weather changes from sunny to rainy. Store A does not have enough time 

to change its ad because of the required two-week deadline of the 

magazine. But Store B can immediately change its ad since a new paper 

Is printed every 24 hours. Advertisement immediacy can also be used in 

radio and television programs. 

f. Lack of local coverage ~ Magazines are printed to offer 

enormous reach throughout the United States. However, magazines do 

not always offer specific regional coverage. Some magazines have tried 

to combat this problem by offering a publication that concentrates more 

specifically on certain regions. "Sports Illustrated offers six regional 

editions covering broad areas of the United States (east, south, and so 
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on)" (Dunn and Barban 530). But a company seeking to advertise to the 

El Paso area would do better to buy airtime on a local television or radio 

station or in a local paper than to purchase an ad in Texas Monthly. If a 

company wanted to advertise to the complete state of Texas, an ad in 

Texas Monthly would be a logical choice. 

g. Art Cost ~ As has been noficed by many authors in the field of 

advertising, magazines offer superior quality in reproductions of 

photographs. Their vibrant colors bring the picture and the ad to life for 

the reader to experience. However, "If the superior reproducfion quality of 

magazine advertising is a strength of the medium, the cost of achieving 

these supertD production values is an offsetting factor" (Weilbacher 305). 

Electronic Advertising 

Electronic advertising includes the use of television and radio 

broadcasfing to promote one's product, offering numerous advantages over 

previously discussed media. Magazines use brilliant color and excifing photos to 

capture the consumer's attenfion. But can the magazine sing the company's 

advertising jingle? Newspapers can display a company's advertising picture on 

the front page; but can they make the picture move? Obviously not. However, 

electronic advertising can perform these services. These are but a few of the 

unique qualities that electronic advertising offers its users. 

1. Television ~ "Television is also the dominant broadcast advertising 

medium. It Is very popular with consumer goods and consumer service 
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advertisers" (Weilbacher 136). Why? What are the advantages that have made 

this medium so popular that it dominates? The advantages of broadcast 

television advertising includes mass coverage, some selectivity, impact creativity, 

and cost discounts. 

a. Mass coverage ~ Numerous individuals do not subscribe to 

either magazines or newspapers. Reasons why may include long working 

hours, reluctance to waste free fime, or simply no interest in reading. 

Another point that must be considered is that a percentage of the 

population Is illiterate. While these individuals may not be able to read, 

they can fully comprehend the television spokesman and visual message 

being conveyed. Therefore, people who are not affected by the print 

medium should not be considered unreachable. Considering that "a full 

98 percent of all U.S. households have a television (most more than one)" 

(Arens 477) it is safe to say that a company's advertised message will 

reach the illiterate. And as noted by many authors, the normal viewing 

fime for an individual ranges between 5-8 hours per day. 

b. Selectivity ~ An advertiser attempting to reach the mature 

audience (middle aged and older) would do well to air its commercials 

during an episode of Diagnosis Murder, rather than The Tom Green Show, 

whose live and viewing audience consists mainly of teenagers and people 

In their eariy to mid twenties. Opting to air a commercial directed at teens 

during the middle of the day would be an advertising loss, considering that 

teens are normally in school between 8 a. m. to 4 p.m. Advertising during 
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the middle of the day toward housewives, refirees, and small children 

would be a wise choice, since these groups of people are normally 

viewing their television sets at this fime. Companies wanfing to advertise 

their products to a specific ethnic group can choose between KAJA 

Telemundo, Black Entertainment Television (B.E.T.), or other channels 

which cater to specific ethnic viewers. 

c. Impact/Creafivity ~ Immediacy is one of the major advantages of 

television advertising. A retailer who has stocked up on shorts and T-

shirts, expecfing customers to be looking for such items during the 

summer months, can quickly change the ad to raincoats and umbrellas if a 

sudden storm moves into the area. Creativity has been a big advantage in 

most advertising media discussed. Magazines allow for brilliant color 

pictures, radio offers sound effects, while newspapers and billboards offer 

the use of sight to gain the consumer's attenfion. Television advertising 

takes in all of these elements and then adds in its own ~ motion. A 

television commercial can have extraordinary color, wacky sound effects, 

appeal to a person's sight and hearing and do all of this in a motion that 

imitates a live play. An individual who thinks that motion Is not a major 

advantage should consider the product he or she is selling. Does the 

product sell itself or is a demonstration of its features required? Is the 

product self-explanatory or does it require some Instruction before use? If 

the product's features need to be seen, demonstrated or explained, then 

television should be considered to sell this product. 
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Since television draws on and uses the advantages from every medium, 

what are its weaknesses? 

a. High Cost ~ Many companies want to use all the options that 

television advertising offers. To be able to use these opfions to their full 

potential, companies want to produce a high-quality commercial that will 

hold and sustain a viewer's interest. Producing such a commercial can 

cost between $50,000 and $1 million, depending on whether or not the 

commercial is for network or local airing. Now that the commercial is 

made, what is the cost to air it? "The average cost of a prime fime 

network commercial is close to $400,000. A single 30-second commercial 

for a top-rated show in prime time may cost over $500,000" (Arens 480). 

So, a company could easily spend about $2 million to produce and air a 

quality commercial. While this sum may be small to large companies who 

normally spend between $30 to $100 million on advertising, a small 

company may not have such funds available. 

b. Clutter ~ As a newspaper advertisement may be surrounded by 

numerous other ads on the same page, the same holds true for the 

television ad. Five or more ads may be aired consecufively. Public 

service announcements and station identification spots compete against 

each other to gain the viewer's/consumer's attenfion in the little fime 

allotted to them. A company's single 30-second commercial could easily 

become lost in all the surrounding clutter that encompasses its' 

competition. 
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c. Zipping and Zapping ~ Most companies realize that an individual 

may leave the room during a commercial break. They trust the 

commercial to reach the individual the next go around. But what about the 

Individual who refuses to watch commercials and is constanfiy zipping 

through them with the remote control? " According to some estimates, 

viewers zapped past 10 to 40 percent of the television commercials" 

(Bovee, Houston, and Thill 561). Individuals who cannot find fime to 

watch their favorite shows may record them on a videocassette recorder 

(VCR). Then, while viewing the tapes, they zip past the commercials that 

have been recorded within the show. Even technology has struck a blow 

to the television advertiser. "Smart VCR's came on the market in 1998, 

which skip commercials in recording and/or playing back" (Grant and 

Meadows 176). 

d. Loss of reach - Cable television has substantially reduced the 

reach that broadcast networks once had. "At one fime the big three (ABC, 

CBS, NBC) had over 90 percent of the audience; today their share is 

about 62 percent, while the cable networks hold about 32 percent" (Arens 

481). "The rapid growth of cable television is an important trend affecfing 

television advertising" (Boone and Kurtz 616). The reason cable is 

capturing audiences' attention and decreasing the broadcast networks' 

reach, according to numerous authors, is that cable can offer a wider 

variety of specialized programs that interests specific viewers. 
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2. Radio - "In an average week, 96 percent of the U.S. populafion listens 

to radio; in an average day, almost 80 percent. The average American spends 

about three hours a day listening to the radio" (Arens 493). These significant 

facts are just a few reasons why radio advertising is such an attracfive medium. 

As has been noted in numerous books, most households have two radios; a high 

percentage of cars on the road contain a radio; and an individual who may not 

own a television set usually owns a radio. The strengths of using radio 

advertising include selectivity, mobility, and personal feel. 

a. Selectivity ~ There are numerous radio stations with their own 

particular format. Some stafions play country, others rock and roll, while 

others cater to the religious sector. Most stations know and keep track of 

their audiences ~ whether they are young, middle aged, seniors, 

predominately African- or Spanish-American, male or female. By knowing 

one's audience, an advertiser can buy fime on the station that attracts the 

target market. The Kaz Corporafion is trying to persuade black males 

between the ages of 20-30 to buy this product. By knowing that station 

WBLK has a large African-American following, that station would receive 

more consideration than WSPC, a station whose listeners are 

predominately Spanish-American. 

b. Mobility ~ Radios are everywhere ~ in our bedrooms, in our 

offices, in waifing rooms, and in department stores. Individuals may wake 

up to a radio alarm clock, listen to a car radio on the way to work, listen to 

the office radio while at work, and then again listen to the radio on the 
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drive home from work. People take their radios on vacation, into storm 

cellars for emergencies, and when the power goes out. Needless to say, 

radios are a close companion and an opening to a consumer's personal 

world. 

c. Personal Feel ~ Hi, my name is Jack Crawford, and I am selling 

Jack Crawford shoes. They are wonderful for your feet, and I know that 

you will enjoy them. A radio advertisement such as this example gives the 

target audience the feeling of a personal message. The audience feels 

that Jack Crawford is an old friend talking to them personally in their cars. 

In their houses, or at their work. Jack Crawford is sharing news about a 

great product because he cares. The whole skit is designed to make the 

consumer feel that he is part of a private, one-on-one conversation, which 

gives the consumer a feeling of trust and importance. 

The drawbacks to using radio as an advertising medium include: 

segmented audiences, short-lived messages and limitation of sound. 

a. Segmented Audiences ~ Just because one stafion directs its 

contents to attract African-Americans between the ages of 20 and 30 

years does not mean another station cannot do the same. Since there are 

two stafions who basically have the same format, an individual may 

choose Station A over Station B and never hear the commercial aired on 

Stafion A. "In New York City alone, for example, there are sixteen A.M. 

and thirteen F.M. stations" (Dunn and Barban 567). To air a commercial 
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on every station that formats its program toward the African-American 

male would not only be costly but nearly impossible. 

b. Limitafion of sound and attenfion ~ Radio is a non-visual 

medium, which means everything about the product ~ its features, 

packaging, and any demonstrafions ~ must be graphically described to 

the listener. While radios are everywhere, people often play them while 

involved in another activity, and, consequently, the advertised message 

may not receive the listener's full attenfion. 

News Media 

The newest forms of advertising are through telemarketing and the 

Internet. Both media offer numerous advantages that a markefing manager can 

use to increase the company's sales potenfial. One of the biggest advantages 

the new media offers Is two-way interactivity between the company and its 

customer. 

1. Telemarketing ~ " . . . includes selling and prospecfing by telephone, 

answering phone inquires and providing sales-related services to callers" (Arens 

287). Advantages such as these have caused businesses to take nofice of the 

numerous opportunities available through telemarketing. 

a. Personal ~ Just as the personal quesfionnaire offered the 

company and customers a chance to build up rapport, so does 

telemarketing. By having a well-trained staff of telemarketers who can 

interact with customers, a trusting bond can be built between the two, 
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hopefully leading to a sale. Having a trained individual explain the quality 

of the company's product and be available to answer the potenfial 

customer's quesfions is a definite advantage over a medium that is non-

interactive. 

b. Follow-ups ~ Telemarkefing offers follow-up for assurance calls 

often to inquire on the customer's satisfaction with the company's product. 

When buying a new product, it is customary for the owner to return a 

survey card to the company. From this survey card, the company can 

gauge what wants and needs the product fulfilled In the customer's life. 

After an appropriate amount of fime has passed, the company may call 

the customer to see if the product is still meefing the customer's standard 

in fulfilling his or her wants and needs. Follow-ups can also be used as a 

repetifion tool. A company that sends out a brochure can later call to 

inquire if the occupant received the material, if there are any questions 

that may need addressing, or to re-enforce the qualities of the product the 

brochure was advertising. 

c. Customer service - The name "telemarketing" Is perhaps 

misleading in the fact that it sounds as if telemarkefing is nothing more 

than sales. An important part of telemarkefing is customer service where 

customers can call the company. The customer may offer compliments or 

complaints about the product, have questions, or want more information 

about a product before making a purchase. In any case, any 
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compliments, complaints, or questions can be handled immediately, 

assuring the customer satisfaction. 

The problems that may occur with using telemarkefing as a media include 

annoyance to customers and cost. 

a. Annoyance to customers ~ "If you have a negative reaction to 

the idea of telemarkefing, you are not alone. As consumers receiving 

telemarkefing calls, many of us find them annoying and disruptive" (BIy 

364). Although we know it to be untrue, many people feel that 

telemarketers purposefully call during dinner, their favorite shows, or 

during the middle of an important project. People have employed the use 

of Caller-ID boxes and answering machines to combat telemarketers. 

They use Caller-ID boxes to identify the caller and his/her number. If the 

Caller-ld box displays a number or an individual's name that the phone 

owner does not recognize, they may choose to not answer the phone. 

Answering machines are commonly used to screen incoming phone calls. 

Individuals may be at home but have their answering machines on so that 

they can screen out the calls they do not wish to answer. For a 

telemarketer to by-pass any of these machines would require fime, which 

could be better and more effectively used on the next potential customer. 

b. Cost ~ Just like personal quesfionnaires, the company must 

acquire a trained staff of telemarketers to conduct sales calls. Schultz and 

Barnes (1999) explain the many other expenses that are associated with 

using telemarkefing. "The chief cost is that of personnel and training. 
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Telemarketing is very labor intensive and turnover among telemarketing 

representatives is high. In addifion, there is the cost of telephone 

equipment and service and office facilities" (294). 

2. The Internet ~ "The Internet is a woridwide network of computers 

through which Individuals or institufions can communicate with each other" (Tellis 

386). Many authors have hailed the Internet as the ultimate media because It 

offers so many advantages over its predecessors. The Internet offers immediacy, 

the inclusion of sound, text, and visuals, and allows for twenty-four hour access. 

Companies can build a homepage, the first page an individual accessing 

Information would be directed to that will collect information on customers 

through on-line quesfionnaires, count (with the use of a web page counter) the 

number of times a web page has been visited, and allows potenfial customers to 

sample merchandise or collect informafion on a product. While many authors 

hold the Internet as the ultimate medium, other authors believe that the Internet 

has numerous faults. One of the main concerns repeatedly voiced about the 

Internet is security procedures. While precaufions have definitely been taken 

over the years to build a more secure link between companies and customers, 

the fear of "hackers" (unauthorized individuals) collecfing credit card numbers for 

their personal uses sfill raises a concern for these authors. As Tellis states, 

"Security on the Internet is not thorough . . . hackers may be able to get access 

to account or credit card number communicated through the Internet" (389). 

Many of these same authors find web page counters to be inaccurate. Just 

because an individual accesses a company's web page does not mean that they 
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fully explored in-depth infomiafion that the web page provided. An individual 

may have even accidentally accessed a web page he or she had no interest in, 

but were included in the statistics of the web page counter. 

Among all of these disadvantages, Tellis is one of the few authors to state 

"All the disadvantages of the Internet are likely to diminish with better technology 

and increasing popularity of the medium. Thus the promise of the Internet 

remains bright" (389). 

Now that each advertising medium has been fully described and the 

markefing manager's quesfions answered ~ 

Does the product need to be demonstrated? (Use television.) 

Should follow-up calls be performed? (Use telemarkefing.) 

Does the message need to be immediately advertised? (Use 

newspapers.) 

Or can it wait so the product can be featured In color? (Use magazines.) 

~ with the advantages and disadvantages of each medium fully weighed, it is 

time to select the media which best serves the product. A test run of the ad is 

presented to a focus group. If it meets their approval, they are quesfioned as to 

where the ad should be displayed. In the case of the Kaz Corporation, the 

markefing manager selected television as the advertising medium because the 

product needed to be demonstrated. The focus group to which the ad was 

exposed found the television commercial appealing and informative, and they 

liked the advertising message. Next, they were asked which television channel 

they viewed most often and at what time of day. After gathering such 
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infomiafion, Kaz Corporation decided to advertise on the Black Entertainment 

Television (B.E.T.) channel. 

A real-worid example of a company using pre-tesfing to gauge their 

audience's reacfion is American Express. 

American Express used focus group interviews to get reactions to a 
series of possible TV ads. The company wanted the ads to convey 
the idea that younger people could qualify for its credit cards - but it 
sfill wanted to present a prestige image. The agency prepared 
picture boards presenfing different approaches - as well as specific 
copy. Four of six possible ads failed to communicate the message 
to the focus groups. One idea that seemed to be effective became 
the basis for an ad that was tested again before being launched on 
TV. (McCarthy and Perreault, Jr. 439) 
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CHAPTER IV 

COST ANALYSIS 

After a marketing manager has considered all of the advantages and 

disadvantages associated with each medium, he then addresses the frequency 

of the message. Reach ~ "The number of individuals exposed to at least one 

advertising message over a period of fime" (BIy 178). Frequency ~ "The average 

number of times an individual is exposed to a message" (BIy 178). The fomiulas 

for calculafing reaching frequency are as listed: 

Reach = number of people exposed to advertising X 100 
number of people seeing your message 

Thus, "If a media plan covers four out of five people In the target market, it has a 

reach of 80 percent (4 divided by 5)" (BIy 178). 

Frequency = number of fimes message is repeated 
number of people seeing your message 

Thus, "If four people see six of your messages, the frequency is 1.5 (6 divided 

by 4)" (BIy 178). 

Although they are separate concepts, frequency and reach are 
Interrelated. Consider this hypothefical situafion as an example. An 
advertiser who uses magazines for an advertising program has two 
options: 
1. Run the ad one fime in five different magazines. 
2. Run the ad five fimes in one magazine. 
Assuming both opfions had the same cost, it's easy to see that opfion one 
emphasizes reach while opfion two emphasizes frequency (BIy 178) 
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A question a reader may be asking, "Is it better to have more frequency 

than reach or visa versa?" Many authors claim it is better to have more 

frequency than reach. "It is far more effective to reduce the reach of an 

advertising campaign, that is, to narrow the target audience and add frequency, 

than to reduce frequency and add reach" (BIy 178). 

Assume that 50,000 African-American males between the ages of 20 and 

30 years live in the city of Tasco, where the Kaz Corporation hopes to sell its 

Kaz-zoid product. If the Kaz Corporation has an advertising budget of $37,000, 

perhaps the Corporation could reach 50,000 individuals with one message using 

direct mailing, radio, or television. But what if out of those 50,000 individuals, a 

percentage missed the television commercial, turned off their radios before the 

message aired, or had moved from where the direct mailing was sent? This 

percentage of the 50,000 is lost because they missed the message that will be 

provided only once. However, if the Kaz Corporafion plans to sell its product only 

at Wally's Discount Store on the Southside of town, it may be better to advertise 

only to those individuals located on the south side of town and increase the 

frequency of the message to them. 

Another way In which markefing managers evaluate cost efficiency is with 

the cost per rafing system (CPP) and the cost per thousand system (CPM). 

Cost per rating point (CPP) " . . . is the cost evaluating system used by the 

broadcast media and is the cost of that fime slot divided by the program's rafing" 

(Tellis 362). It should be noted that other factors beside ratings affect a 

program's cost. 
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Advertisers may not be interested in a top-rated show because it does not 

attract the audience that the advertiser is targefing. Such was the case when, 

NBC dropped two of its reliable popular one-hour programs: In the Heat 
of the Night and Matlock. Both shows were performing well, and did 
especially well among adults over age 55, ranking third and fifth in 
attracfing this age group. The reason NBC dropped both programs was 
because they faired poorly with the under-50 age group. Advertisers 
preferred younger audiences and were buying time more heavily from rival 
networks, ABC and Fox, whose programs attracted a younger audience. 
(Tellis 362) 

A show that is not highly rated may sfill command a high price because it 

attracts the audience that marketers are looking to target. As an example of how 

CPP works and is calculated: 

Figure 1 compares the cost efficiency of three hypothetical programs. A, B 
and C. Note that in terms of absolute cost, C Is the cheapest program, 
and would appear to be the most desirable. However, it has the highest 
cost per rating of the three shows. On the other hand, program A has the 
highest rafing of the three programs and would be the best buy in terms of 
rafing alone. However, after factoring in its costs, it is inferior to program 
B. On the basis of cost per rafing, program B Is the best. (BIy 177) 

Figure 1. Cost efficiency of three hypothetical TV programs 

Program 
A 

B 

C 

Absolute Cost 
(30-second spot) 
$3,000,000 

$210,000 

$80,000 

Rafing 
30 

25 

7 

Cost per 
Rating 
10,000 

8,400 

11,400 

Cost per thousand (CPM) " . . . for space in a magazine or newspaper is 
the cost of that space divided by the publication's circulafion measured in 
thousands" (Tellis 362). 

Robert W. BIy (1999), author of the second edition Advertising Manager's 

Handbook, stressed the importance that: 
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When calculafing cost per thousand, be sure to divide the cost of the 
media by the circulafion of the media rather than the readership. 
Circulation is the actual number of copies distributed. But most media 
sales reps quote a readership figure, which is the circulafion (number of 
copies) mulfiplied by the number of people reading each copy - the "pass 
along" factor (so named because the primary subscriber passes a copy of 
the magazine or newspaper along to others in the household or office.) 
(177) 

Provided as an example of how CPM works and is calculated Is Figure 2: 

Figure 2. Comparison of advertising expense in two newspapers 

Newspaper Cost of Ad Circulafion Newspaper 
Newspaper A $100 25,000 
Newspaper B $200 60,000 

Which paper offers the best deal? At first glance, you might say 
Newspaper A, because the ad costs half as much as Newspaper B. But 
wait a minute, Newspaper B has 35,000 more readers. How do you 
balance cost with readership? The answer Is to compare the two media 
on a cost per thousand basis, abbreviated as CPM. Simply stated, cost 
per thousand is the unit of price of media. It is the cost of advertising (in 
dollars) that the advertiser pays per one thousand Individuals reached by 
the medium. Cost per thousand is calculated using this formula: 

CPM= Cost of Media X1000 
Circulation of Media 

To solve the example problem: 

CPM for A = 100/25,000 x 1,000 = $4.00 
CPM for B = 200/60,000 x 1,000 = $3.33 

When you advertise in Newspaper B, you pay only $3.33 to reach 1,000 
readers as opposed to $4.00 to reach 1,000 readers in Newspaper A. 
More over. Newspaper B reaches a greater audience. From this 
perspective. Newspaper B is the better media buy. (BIy 177) 
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CHAPTER V 

FEEDBACK 

Feedback or post testing measures the effectiveness of an advertisement 

after it has been presented to the target market. The three quesfions marketing 

managers ask are: (1) Is the target audience aware that XYZ product is on the 

martlet? (2) Does the target audience understand the message and 

advertisement being presented to them? (3) What acfion did the audience take? 

Post tesfing can be helpful in planning future advertisements and in 
adjusting current advertising programs. For example, a posttest 
conducted by the Partnership for a Drug Free America revealed 
that one ad showing a drug addict playing Russian roulette had 
sent a dangerously incorrect message - that suicide is the only 
escape for heavy drug users. The test helped the partnership avoid 
making this same mistake in creating new ads. (Boone and Kurtz 
635) 

Audience Awareness ~ Is the audience aware that such a product is on 

the market? To answer this question the Kaz Corporafion would once again 

begin the research-gathering step. To obtain indirect feedback informafion, the 

markefing manager would review reports from firms such as Starch Readership 

Reports, Gallop, and Robinson, and the Nielson rafings. Such reports allow a 

company to assess the effectiveness of its advertising campaign. If a company 

wanted to obtain direct feedback informafion, tactics such as quesfionnaires, 

focus groups, or Intercepts would be useful. Whichever tacfic was implemented, 

the advantages and disadvantages would need to be considered. Simple 

awareness of a product, however, does not mean that the advertisement was a 
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complete success. Although awareness is definitely important, there are other 

Issues which need to be considered. Can the target audience identify the 

product being sold? What is the audience's percepfion of the advertisement and 

Its message? Does the audience even remember the advertisement and the 

message? Such questions would fall under "understandability." 

Understandability ~ The target audience should be able to recognize the 

ad, decide how it appeals to them, and remember its message. 

Identificafion ~ Does the public Identify the product being sold? The 

"Pillsbury Dough Boy" is an easily recognizably figure, perhaps one of the best 

brand identifications in years, and has enjoyed immense popularity. The same 

could be said for The Green Giant Company's "Jolly Green Giant" or Kentucky 

Fried Chicken's "Colonel Sanders" Most consumers who could easily Identify the 

spokesman should also be able to identify the product being selling. 

Aided Recall ~ Consumers would be shown previously run ads, 

questioned on whether they had seen the ads and where exactly they had seen 

or heard the ads. That the consumer could identify the ad, the company, and its 

message indicated that the ad was successful in gaining audience awareness 

and understandability. If the company had used magazines, radio, and television 

advertising, asking the consumer in which media he/she had seen the ad could 

help reduce unnecessary advertising. If out of all the consumers quesfioned, only 

five percent said they remembered seeing the company's ad on billboards, the 

company might want to consider eliminafing that particular medium. 
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Unaided Recall - To measure the penetration of an advertisement, no aid 

Is given to the test subject who must recall particular ads from memory. 

Normally, unaided tests work as described. "People, who can prove that they 

have read a particular magazine, receive cards with the names of products 

advertised in that Issue. They then list the ads they remember and explain what 

they recall about those ads" (Boone and Kurtz 638). If a particular ad is well 

remembered, the company at least knows that it has pemieated the consumer's 

mind. If the ad can't be remembered, then perhaps the company should change 

the ad. In either case the company can determine the effectiveness of the 

advertisement. 

Percepfion - How is the message perceived? Were African-American 

males offended by it? Was the spokesman for the message seen as credible? 

Or did he appear too arrogant, uninformed or highly unbelievable? The more 

Information that is received, the most accurate the markefing manager's 

assessment of the how the advertisement was perceived. 

Quaker Oats cooperated with the Nafional Council of Negro 
Women to honor outstanding African-American women, after 
learning the familiar figure of Aunt Jamima on packages of Quaker 
Oats food products was widely regarded In the black community as 
a patronizing stereotype. (Wilcox, Ault and Agee 239) 

"Heavyweight boxing champion Mike Tyson lost his credibility as an endorser 

after he was imprisoned on sexual assault charges" (Boone and Kurtz 614). If 

Quaker Oats had never realized how African-American women perceived its Aunt 

Jamima products and acted to amend that image, the company may have very 

well lost a key group of consumers. 
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Retention - Does the target audience remember the message to which it 

was exposed? "We do chicken right!" (KFC) "The smaller profit man" (Frank 

Brown car dealership). "A different kind of company. A different type of car" 

(Saturn). Scott, a student test subject, was personally able to recall the catch 

phrases for these three companies. Therefore, Scott had retained the message 

in the ads that these three companies had exposed to Scott. Scott knew one 

company (KFC) was trying to sell Scott chicken while the other two (Frank Brown 

and Saturn) wanted to sell Scott a new car. To better help consumers retain a 

message, many authors suggest constant exposure of the message. One 

television commercial is fine if a company just wants quick exposure. But, run 

that ad three to four fimes in one show and the consumer will eventually 

recognize it by its dialogue, theme music, or recurring characters. Many 

companies use more than one medium to expose their message to the target 

audience. The Kaz Corporation is targeting the African-American populafion. 

Reinforcement for its television ad would be to run an ad In a popular magazine 

or on a popular African-American radio stafion. This constant repetition 

promotes audience awareness and identification of the product, and retenfion of 

the message which will hopefully lead to audience action. 

Audience Action ~ Did the advertisement convince the target audience to 

buy the product? Often during the aided and unaided test, the focus group is 

asked if the ad they identified encouraged them sufficienfiy to go to the store and 

buy the product? If a large percentage of the individuals in the focus group 

answer "yes, "then the ad should be considered a success. If a large percentage 
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of the focus group answered "no," perhaps the ad needs to be revamped to bring 

In more sales or enhance appeal to the target audience. A complimentary 

product might increase sales (for example, selling tubes of toothpaste with a free 

toothbrush). The media used may not have been the most appropriate to 

communicate the company's message to the target audience. A company that 

advertises cosmetic products for African-American women In a magazine 

predominately read by Anglo-American women has definitely missed its target 

audience. Often mari<eting managers rely only on shipping orders and sales 

receipts to measure the success of an advertisement campaign. What they 

somefimes overtook are other variables that may have manipulated sales. The 

fact that the economy was running high or that a competitor was selling the same 

product at a reduced price can affect sales figures without having affected the 

advertised message. If the consumer can recall the company's message even 

though he or she bought the competitor's brand, the advertisement campaign is, 

nonetheless, a small victory. "If evaluafion reveals performance is not meefing 

objectives, you can modify the appeal, the advertisement, or the selection and 

timing of media" (Bovee 554). Hopefully, employing one of these opfions will 

generate increased Interest in the target mari<et, and sales will begin to rise. 

While advertising research methods are not foolproof, they are 
probably far better than relying on pure judgment by advertising 
"experts" Until more effective advertising research tools are 
developed, the present methods - carefully defining specific 
advertising objectives, choosing media and messages to 
accomplish these objectives, tesfing plans, and then evaluating the 
results of actual ads ~ seem to be most productive. (McCarthy and 
Perreault, Jr. 440) 
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CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSION 

There is no "perfect" medium or research tool. Each medium and target 

audience is unique. Some rules marketing managers can use to increase their 

products success include: 

1. Research and know the target audience the markefing manager is 

markefing to. Know the target audience wants and needs by interacting with 

them through; quesfionnaires, focus groups, or government documents. This will 

allow the marketing manager to better tailor your message toward them. 

2. Evaluate the advantages and disadvantages of each medium carefully. 

Know which medium best suites the product, and can effecfively be used to 

reach the intended target audience. 

3. Run cost analysis to determine feasibility. Know which medium will 

give you the most reach and frequency for the allotted budget. 

4. Conduct and listen to feedback. Customers are voicing their opinions 

about the effecfiveness of the distnbuted message the markefing manager and 

the team have worked on. Know what was effective and could possibly be used 

again and what was ineffecfive and should be abandoned. 
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5 Do not assume. The outcomes of assuming could be cosfiy, as 

Charles U. Larson, author of Persuasion. Reception, and Responsibility (2001), 

showed with his example of the eyewear company that was assuming its target 

market. 

The selection and use of advertising is a continuous process of research, 

the evaluafion of advantages and disadvantages, and of questions that markefing 

managers must constantly refine to remain competitive in the business worid. 
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